CASE STUDY

IMPROVING ROAD SAFETY IN RECORD TIME
WITH LITHGOW CITY COUNCIL
PROJECT OVERVIEW
LOCATION

Browns Gap Road
Lithgow, NSW

DATE

February 2009

SCOPE

4km shoulder-widening

MATERIAL

960 tonnes
AC14 hotmix asphalt

SOLUTION

TECHNOLOGY

BENEFITS

When a dangerous four kilometre
stretch on the Browns Gap Road
required urgent repairs, Lithgow City
Council called in the expertise of the
Sharpe Bros team and their innovative
Sidewinder machine.

The patented Sidewinder technology,
developed by the Sharpe Bros family
company, enables road widening and
edge repair works to be completed in a
single process, without the need to
block off and replace the entire road,
thus minimising delays for motorists.

Faster and more efficient – It was
estimated the job would take several
weeks using traditional methods, but
was completed in just one with the
Sidewinder

The safety upgrade and widening
project, which was funded by the
Roads and Traffic Authority Black Spot
Program, was originally estimated to
take two weeks, but was completed in
a record seven days.
With minimal traffic delays and
disruption to residents, the team quickly
and effectively widened the narrow
sections of the road and fixed the soft,
crumbling edges using 960 tonnes of
AC14 hotmix asphalt.

The unique Sidewinder train of
equipment includes a purpose built
machine which digs a neat trench along
the side of the road, and another to fill
the excavated trench with hotmix
asphalt or other materials.
The Sidewinder can pave from one to
three metres wide, while the controlled
layer depths enable consistent
compaction and increased strength at
the road edge.

TESTIMONIAL
“Sharpe Bros have proven technology, provide quality results quickly, and are a
professional outfit. Their Sidewinder equipment is very impressive, saving our council
time, money and resources – we will certainly be using the ‘Green Machine Team’
again for future projects.”
Chris Schumacher, Acting Group Manager Operations, Lithgow City Council

Saving lives – According to the
Australian College of Road Safety, the
sealing of crumbling road edges can
reduce the number of run-off and headon crashes by 60 per cent
Minimal traffic disruption – Lithgow
residents were impressed by the
minimal traffic disruption, thanks to the
Sidewinder’s ability to repair road
edges in a single process
Longer lasting roads – The
Sidewinder edge repair process
produces consistent pavement layers
with consistent compaction which
results in stronger, longer lasting roads
Cost effective – Lithgow City Council
saved significant money, time and
valuable resources using the
Sidewinder technology
Joint partnerships – Lithgow City
Council staff worked closely with
Sharpe Bros’ highly trained specialists
to ensure a seamless understanding of
the environment, the product and the
desired outcome.
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